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Abstract
We present ChatScene, a Large Language Model (LLM)-

based agent that leverages the capabilities of LLMs to gener-
ate safety-critical scenarios for autonomous vehicles. Given
unstructured language instructions, the agent first generates
textually described traffic scenarios using LLMs. These sce-
nario descriptions are subsequently broken down into several
sub-descriptions for specified details such as behaviors and
locations of vehicles. The agent then distinctively transforms
the textually described sub-scenarios into domain-specific
languages, which then generate actual code for prediction
and control in simulators, facilitating the creation of diverse
and complex scenarios within the CARLA simulation envi-
ronment. A key part of our agent is a comprehensive knowl-
edge retrieval component, which efficiently translates spe-
cific textual descriptions into corresponding domain-specific
code snippets by training a knowledge database contain-
ing the scenario description and code pairs. Extensive ex-
perimental results underscore the efficacy of ChatScene
in improving the safety of autonomous vehicles. For in-
stance, the scenarios generated by ChatScene show a
15% increase in collision rates compared to state-of-the-
art baselines when tested against different reinforcement
learning-based ego vehicles. Furthermore, we show that
by using our generated safety-critical scenarios to fine-tune
different RL-based autonomous driving models, they can
achieve a 9% reduction in collision rates, surpassing cur-
rent SOTA methods. ChatScene effectively bridges the
gap between textual descriptions of traffic scenarios and
practical CARLA simulations, providing a unified way to
conveniently generate safety-critical scenarios for safety
testing and improvement for AVs. The code is available
at https://github.com/javyduck/ChatScene.

1. Introduction
Although machine learning (ML), particularly deep neu-
ral networks (DNNs), has shown remarkable performance
across a myriad of applications such as image recogni-
tion [24], natural language processing [12], and health-

care [16], they also exhibit a surprising susceptibility to
subtle and adversarial perturbations. These perturbations
can yield erroneous predictions [3, 39], posing potentially
fatal consequences in safety-critical applications like Au-
tonomous Driving (AD) [6, 28]. For example, by attaching
seemingly innocuous stickers to a Stop Sign in the real world,
an autonomous vehicle (AV) can readily misinterpret it as a
Speed Limit 80 Sign [17], which can lead to some hazardous
driving behaviors and potential accidents.

Therefore, given the potential for such adversarial ma-
nipulations, it is crucial that AVs undergo exhaustive test-
ing across all conceivable safety-critical scenarios to ensure
their safe and reliable operation before large-scale deploy-
ment. However, traditional real-world testing is not only
prohibitively expensive but also demands extensive data col-
lection, often requiring vehicles to be driven hundreds of
millions of miles to accumulate sufficient safety-critical sce-
narios. Consequently, the generation of simulated scenarios
for testing has been increasingly adopted as a cost-effective
and efficient alternative.

For instance, Wachi et al. [43] employ multi-agent rein-
forcement learning to train adversarial vehicles, aiming to
expose the vulnerabilities in rule-based driving algorithms
within the CARLA platform [15]. Chen et al. [8] instead
focus on generating adversarial scenarios for lane-changing
maneuvers using ensemble deep reinforcement learning tech-
niques, and Feng et al. [18] further offer a highway-driving
simulation that incorporates further scenarios such as Cut
Following and Cut-in. Nevertheless, a key challenge remains:
these methods are limited to only a narrow range of safety-
critical scenarios, which may still fall short of encompassing
the complexity of real-world situations.

Meanwhile, the emergence of LLMs, trained with vast
amounts of data from the internet and encompassing billions
of parameters, has demonstrated a remarkable aptitude for
capturing human knowledge [4, 9, 41, 52]. These models
have established themselves as effective tools for the ex-
traction of knowledge. For instance, LLMs begin to play
a pivotal role in pedagogical processes [26], and they are
becoming instrumental in synthesizing clinical knowledge to
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Spawn Position: Top …
Spawn Position: Top 1

Geometry: Top …
Geometry: Top 1

Behavior: Top …Behavior: the adversarial car 
suddenly breaks when the ego 
approaches.
Geometry: a straight road.
Spawn Position: the adversarial car is 
in front of the ego.

Provide one safety-critical scenario.

The ego is driving on a straight road, 
and the car in front brakes suddenly 
when the ego approaches.

Sentence Encoder

Retrieval database

Predefined behaviors, geometry, 
spawn point, entity.

Behavior: Top 1

“Sudden brake when the ego is within 
some distance”

Scenic code:
### Default Setting ###
…
model scenic.simulators.carla.model
EGO_MODEL = "vehicle.lincoln.mkz_2017”

### BEHAVIORS ###
behavior EgoBehavior():

do FollowLaneBehavior(EgoSpeed)

behavior AdvBehavior(AdvSpeed):
try: 

do FollowLaneBehavior(AdvSpeed)
interrupt when withinDistanceToAnyObjs      

(self, AdvBreakingThreshold):
take SetBrakeAction(1.0)

### GEOMETRY ###
lane = Uniform(*network.lanes)

### SPAWN POSITIONS ###
SpawnPt = OrientedPoint on lane.centerline
…

(a) Instruct an LLM agent (b) Retrieval Process (c) Assemble Scenic Snippet (d) Render Simulation in CARLA

(Few-Shot examples) + 
Now extract the adversarial behavior 
of the surrounding agent, road 
geometry and the relative spawn 
positions between the ego and the 
adversarial agent.

Figure 1. Overview of our LLM-based knowledge-enabled safety-critical scenario generation agent ChatScene.
support medical practice [38]. The legal field also benefits
from LLMs, with tools like Chatlaw [11] interpreting legal
regulations and judicial decisions, while in the financial sec-
tor, models such as BloombergGPT [45] are being harnessed
to decode complex economic data.

This naturally leads to several compelling questions: Is
it possible to build an LLM-based agent that automatically
generates safety-critical scenarios, capturing a broader and
more intricate array of descriptions? Moreover, can the
agent automatically convert these textual descriptions into
real simulations to bolster the diversity and comprehensive-
ness of scenarios available for AV testing?

Addressing the initial query of generating safety-critical
driving scenario descriptions vian LLM agent is a process
that is relatively straightforward; one can simply prompt the
model with requests such as, “Provide some descriptions
for safety-critical driving scenarios.” While for the sec-
ond question, the recent advancements of Scenic [19, 20], a
domain-specific probabilistic programming language, allow
for the scripting of scenes within CARLA [15] using syntax
akin to Python, opens up two promising research directions:
first, the possibility of guiding LLMs to autonomously script
in Scenic, and second, the potential for finetuning a language-
to-code model, such as CodeGen [32], to craft Scenic code
derived from textual scenario descriptions. Nonetheless,
these methods often encounter obstacles, such as the genera-
tion of non-executable code or calls to APIs that do not exist
within Scenic, primarily due to the scarcity of available code
examples for training.

To address the challenges of direct code generation by
large language models (LLMs), we instead adopt an indi-
rect approach that leverages LLMs to first curate a retrieval
database comprising Scenic code snippets. These snippets
encapsulate fundamental elements of driving scenarios, such
as adversarial behaviors of surrounding vehicles, road ge-

ometries, etc. The details of the construction process will
be introduced in Section 3.2. Then, during the evaluation
phase, as illustrated in Figure 1, our agent ChatScene maps
the description into the corresponding simulation through a
four-step process:

i. Given instruction from the user, ChatScene generates
a natural language description of a safety-critical sce-
nario leveraging the intrinsic wide knowledge in LLMs.

ii. ChatScene further parses this description, extracting
detailed characteristics that align with critical scenario
components, such as the adversarial behaviors of sur-
rounding vehicles.

iii. ChatScene then encodes these characteristics into em-
beddings to retrieve the corresponding Scenic code snip-
pets from our pre-constructed database.

iv. Finally, the retrieved snippets are assembled into a com-
plete and executable Scenic script, which is capable
of enacting the described scenario within the CARLA
simulation environment.

For a further quantitative analysis, we utilize ChatScene
to produce a range of text descriptions for safety-critical
scenarios. These narratives are then processed by our frame-
work to generate simulations, which are then evaluated using
the Safebench platform [46]. Within this platform, the ego
vehicle is controlled by a model trained under reinforce-
ment learning, while our scenario generation agent aims to
manage the adversarial objects (e.g., pedestrian, cyclist, or
vehicle) surrounding it. Some examples of text-to-simulation
mappings are provided in Figure 2, illustrating the practical
application of our framework.

Our contributions can be concluded as:
• We introduce ChatScene, a novel LLM-based agent

capable of generating safety-critical scenarios by first
providing textual descriptions and then carefully trans-
forming them into executable simulations in CARLA
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The pedestrian appears from a driveway on the 
left and suddenly stop and walk diagonally.

The cyclist on the left front suddenly stops in 
the middle of the intersection and dismounts.

The car in the target lane suddenly slows down, 
blocking the ego vehicle from lane changing.

The ego uses the opposite lane to bypass the 
parked car, but the oncoming car accelerates.

The crossing adversarial vehicle approaches 
from the left and cuts off the ego vehicle

The adversarial car suddenly makes a last-
second right turn when entering the intersection.

The crossing adversarial car from left suddenly 
accelerates and then decelerates.

The adversarial car from right, blocks multiple 
lanes by driving extremely slowly.

Figure 2. Eight selected text-simulation cases using our agent ChatScene, the descriptions here are shortened for clarity.
via Scenic programming language.

• An expansive retrieval database of Scenic code snip-
pets has been developed. It catalogs diverse adversar-
ial behaviors and traffic configurations, utilizing the
rich knowledge stored in LLMs, which significantly
augments the variety and critical nature of the driving
scenarios generated.

• In Safebench’s evaluation of eight CARLA Challenge
traffic scenarios [7], our method’s adversarial scenes
increased the collision rate by 15% compared to four
state-of-the-art (SOTA) baselines, demonstrating the
superior safety-critical capabilities of our framework.

• Subsequent experiments involving the finetuning of the
ego vehicle with a subset of our generated adversarial
scenarios, followed by comparative evaluations against
both the remaining scenarios we created and those from
established baselines, demonstrated an additional re-
duction in average collision rates by at least 9%.

• Our framework, in conjunction with the retrieval
database, not only facilitates direct code generation
but also holds potential for future adaptations in mul-
timodal conversions, including text, image, and video,
specifically for autonomous driving applications.

2. Related Work
Generation of safety-critical scenarios. The generation
of safety-critical scenarios for autonomous vehicles (AVs)
generally falls into three main categories. The first is data-
driven generation [14, 36, 40, 42, 48], which relies on real-
world data to guide vehicle behavior. While realistic, this
approach usually suffers from the scarcity and high cost of
gathering pertinent data and the infrequency of genuinely
risky scenarios within the collected dataset since the safety-
critical scenarios usually lie on the long-tail distribution of
the real-world scenario distribution. The second category, ad-
versarial generation [1, 29, 33, 34, 50], intentionally con-
ducts malicious attacks against the AVs by manipulating
the behaviors of surrounding vehicles, such as pedestrians
or other vehicles. While effective at creating challenging
environments, this method may be computationally ineffi-

cient and may lack diversity in the generated scenarios. The
third approach, knowledge-based generation [2, 5, 27, 35],
uses predefined traffic rules or physical constraints to create
scenarios. Although it is more systematic and can provide
more diverse scenarios, this approach can be challenging
to implement, as encoding these rules into simulations can
be complex. Besides, the manually created rules are hard
to cover all safety-critical situations, resulting in less risky
scenarios since they typically do not incorporate adversarial
attacks or unexpected behaviors that are crucial for testing
the robustness of AVs.

Our work, instead, synergies the advantages of the latter
two categories by integrating diverse real-world knowledge
rules sourced from LLMs while using Scenic to adversarially
optimize parameters of the surrounding environment, such
as the speed of nearby pedestrians and vehicles, to enhance
the risk and complexity of the generated scenarios.

LLMs for autonomous driving. LLMs have increasingly
been explored for their potential in autonomous driving,
particularly in their ability to interpret complex scenarios in
a way that resembles human understanding. For instance,
Fu et al. [21] utilize GPT-3.5 in a reasoning and action
prompt style [49] to generate API-wrapped text descriptions
of decisions made in response to observations in a highway
environment. On the other hand, Xu et al. [47] propose to
leverage a multimodal language model to interpret driving
scenarios and provide corresponding descriptions with the
prediction for the next control signals based on the driving
video frames and human questions. Additionally, Zhong et
al. [53] introduces the use of the LLM to transform a user’s
query about safety-critical scenarios into the corresponding
differentiable loss function of a diffusion model to generate
the query-compliant trajectories.

Our work differs from the first two studies in that we
focus primarily on the generation of safety-critical scenarios
rather than using LLMs to provide descriptions or actions
for specific driving situations. Besides, in contrast to the last
work, our work mainly aims to create more realistic safety-
critical scenario generations on a platform like CARLA and
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use the corresponding driving record to train or test the ego
vehicle controlled trained with reinforcement learning.
3. Methodology
In this section, we delineate the approach of ChatScene,
an LLM agent, for the generation of safety-critical scenarios
through the application of Scenic programming language
and a targeted retrieval mechanism. We begin with a concise
motivation, including definitions of key terminologies. Then,
we focus on the construction of the retrieval database, and
following this, we explain the process of converting text
descriptions of safety-critical scenarios, sourced from either
humans or LLMs, into Scenic code. Specifically, we will
begin by breaking down the original text description into sub-
descriptions for each component (e.g., adversarial behavior).
Next, we encode these components into vectors, which will
serve as keys to retrieve the corresponding snippets from our
retrieval database. These snippets will then be assembled to
form a comprehensive Scenic script, which is then executed
to run simulations within the CARLA environment.
3.1. Motivation and Notations
We notice that the Scenic [19, 20] programming language
is highly effective and flexible for rendering simulations in
CARLA. A pertinent question naturally arises: “Can we di-
rectly prompt large language models like ChatGPT to write
corresponding Scenic code based on descriptions of safety-
critical scenarios?” Although this approach seems promis-
ing, it often leads to issues like generating non-compilable
code or using APIs not present in the codebase. This might
be due to the scarcity of Scenic examples for training the
LLMs and the complexity and breadth of code generation,
which can induce hallucinations in the model.

However, upon examining Scenic code, we find that it
can generally be segmented into four components as shown
in Figure 3: (1) default map and model settings, typically
fixed; (2) definition of adversarial behavior for surrounding
vehicles; (3) the road geometry, which also influences the
ego vehicle’s spawn point; and (4) the relative spawn posi-
tion of surrounding vehicles to the ego vehicle. Notably, the
ego vehicle is controlled by models trained via reinforcement
learning, so we don’t need to define its behavior here.

Based on this, we propose a more efficient method: col-
lecting a database of code snippets for the last three com-
ponents with corresponding descriptions instead. This ap-
proach would likely reduce hallucination and allow for flexi-
ble assembly of these snippets into a complete Scenic code.
Then, during evaluation, for input descriptions like “The ego
vehicle is driving on a straight road, and the car in front
brakes suddenly as the ego approaches”, our LLM agent can
first decompose it into the sub-descriptions for each com-
ponent via demonstrations easily, such as “Behavior: the
adversarial car suddenly brakes as the ego approaches” for
the behavior component. Then, our agent will do the corre-
sponding retrieval and assemble the relevant code snippets

based on the embedding of these descriptions to generate
comprehensive Scenic code for simulation in CARLA. To
provide a clearer understanding of our methodology, we
define the following foundational concepts:
Route. A ‘route’ is essentially a sequence of waypoints,
each marking a specific location that the vehicle is intended
to pass through during its trajectory. In the CARLA simu-
lation environment, this route represents a pre-determined
path for the ego vehicle that includes both the starting and
the terminal points.
Base Scenario. A ‘base scenario’ is utilized to conceptu-
alize a high-level adversarial driving situation. It provides
an abstract framework, such as “a straight obstacle ahead
of the ego vehicle”, without delving into specifics regarding
the identity or adversarial behavior of the obstacle. This
abstraction allows for a generalized approach to categorizing
various driving challenges.
Scenario. In contrast, a ‘scenario’ builds upon the ‘base
scenario’ by infusing it with detailed attributes concerning
the obstacle and its specific behaviors. For instance, the pre-
vious example “The ego vehicle is driving on a straight road,
and the car in front brakes suddenly as the ego approaches”
is a scenario derived from the foundational base scenario
as shown above, which enriches the initial description by
introducing specific dynamics of the adversarial situation.
Scene. A ‘scene’ represents the practical instantiation of
a ‘scenario’, detailing the specifics of an adversarial event.
This includes the route of the ego vehicle, the character-
istics of the surrounding adversarial vehicle (e.g., vehicle
type), and environmental context (e.g., buildings or traffic
signals). Furthermore, it specifies parameters such as the
positions, velocities, and initial placements of the agents
involved. Notably, Scenic actually acts as a probabilistic
programming language as shown in Figure 3; it will sample
the parameters like ADV SPEED before running the corre-
sponding simulation in CARLA. This capability enables a
single Scenic script to produce various distinct scenes for
the same scenario by varying parameter values like speed
within a predefined range.
3.2. Construction of the Retrieval Database
This section details our methodology for building the re-
trieval database, emphasizing the systematic collection and
integration of Scenic code snippets.
Collection of Snippets. Our snippet collection process
initiates with sourcing initial examples from the Scenic
repository1. These examples, covering a range of adver-
sarial behaviors and geometric configurations (e.g., straight
roads, intersections), are then decomposed manually into
description-snippet pairs. Utilizing this initial combined
dataset, we engage LLMs for few-shot learning to gener-
ate more diverse snippets. This iterative process involves

1https://github.com/BerkeleyLearnVerify/Scenic/
tree/main/examples/carla
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## DEFAULT MAP AND MODEL SETTING
param map = localPath('../maps/Town05.xodr')
param carla_map = 'Town05'
model scenic.simulators.carla.model
EGO_MODEL = "vehicle.lincoln.mkz_2017"

## ADV BEHAVIOR OF THE SURROUNDING OBJECT
## The adversarial car suddenly breaks when the ego 
approaches. 
behavior AdvBehavior():

do FollowLaneBehavior(target_speed=globalParameters.
ADV_SPEED) until (distance from ego to self) <
globalParameters.ADV_DISTANCE

while True:
take SetBrakeAction(globalParameters.BRAKE)

param ADV_SPEED = Range(0, 10)
param ADV_DISTANCE = Range(0, 20)
param BRAKE = Range(0, 1)

## GEOMETRY
## Ego agent drives in a straight road.
lane = Uniform(*network.lanes)
EgoSpawnPt = OrientedPoint on lane.centerline
Ego = Car at EgoSpawnPt,

with blueprint EGO_MODEL
require (distance to intersection) > 50

## RELATIVE SPAWN POSITION OF THE ADVAGENT
## The adversarial car is in front of the ego.
param GEO_Y_DISTANCE = Range(0, 30)
AdvAgent = Car following roadDirection from

EgoSpawnPt for globalParameters.GEO_Y_DISTANCE,
with behavior AdvBehavior()

""" The ego vehicle is driving on a straight road and the
car in front brakes suddenly when the ego approaches.
"""

Figure 3. An example for the snippets in Scenic for a given safety-critical scenario description.
generating snippets for different components, including ad-
versarial behaviors, geometric layouts, and relative spawn
points. Each newly generated snippet is rigorously evaluated
and corrected manually for its compatibility and compilabil-
ity within Scenic’s varying API contexts (such as differences
across agent types like pedestrians, motorcycles, and cars).
In this work, we consistently use GPT-42 to collect our snip-
pets. Some examples of the prompts employed to generate
these new snippets are provided in Appendix A.1.
Database Construction and Query Optimization.
For every description-snippet pair, we continue to
prompt GPT-4 to generate several more distinct rephrasings
of each description, maintaining the original snippet in
each pair. This approach is designed to enhance the
accuracy of retrieval. The descriptions are then encoded
using Sentence-T53 [31], and the database construction
and querying processes are facilitated by faiss [25].
We construct and manage the databases for different
components, i.e., adversarial behavior, road geometry, and
relative spawn positions, independently.

3.3. Safety-Critical Scenario Generation
Upon the completion of the retrieval database, our LLM
agent, ChatScene can now first generate a variety of de-
scriptions for safety-critical scenarios and then convert them
into the corresponding simulation via Scenic code during the
evaluation. The detailed process is shown as follows:

i. Instruct the LLM agent: We start by instructing our
LLM agent to generate potential adversarial scene de-
scriptions. An example of such a query is: “Provide a
description of a safety-critical scenario where the ego
vehicle is driving on a straight road.”

ii. Description Extraction for Each Component: To
guarantee structured output for each scenario compo-
nent, our LLM agent will then automatically employ
a set of few-shot examples to guide it in generating

2https://chat.openai.com/?model=gpt-4
3https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/

sentence-t5-large

organized sub-descriptions, which are formatted as “Be-
havior: ...\n Geometry: ...\n Spawn Position: ...” as
illustrated in Figure 1 (a). Consequently, the agent can
then efficiently extract the corresponding descriptions
for each component using regular expressions. The
prompts for the extraction are detailed in Appendix A.2.

iii. Retrieving Scenic Code Snippets: After extracting
descriptions, our agent will utilize the Sentence-T5
model to encode them. The embeddings will serve as
keys for retrieving the relevant Scenic code snippets for
each component, as shown in Figure 1 (b) and (c).

iv. Scenario Rendering and Evaluation: The Scenic
code snippets are then assembled into a complete script
and executed to run simulations in CARLA as demon-
strated in Figure 1 (d). More text and simulation pairs
are shown in Figure 2. Then, different parameter val-
ues, such as ADV SPEED set between [0, 10] and
ADV DISTANCE between [0, 20], will be sampled
for collecting multiple scenes. The comprehensive de-
tails such as position, speed, acceleration, and collision
information for all vechiles in each frame.

v. Refinement of Collision-Prone Parameters: To en-
hance the generation of the scenes that lead to the col-
lision of the ego vehicle, the sampling ranges will be
dynamically adjusted based on the information gained
from previously collected data. Specifically, we will
keep recording the parameters associated with collision
cases and simply assume that parameters leading to
collisions roughly align with a Gaussian distribution
N (µ, σ2). Consequently, the sampling range will then
be adjusted to [µ−σ, µ+σ] for subsequent simulations.
This iterative strategy has proven effective in increas-
ing the probability of generating more collision-prone
scenes. In the end, the most adversarially significant
scenes will be kept for testing on each scenario.

The complete set of simulations along with comprehen-
sive statistics are released for all involved vehicles. This data
will support future research in the bidirectional conversions
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Table 1. Statistics of scenario generation on selected scenarios. We report collision rate (CR), the overall score (OS), and the average
displacement error (ADE) to measure the effectiveness of different scenario generation algorithms; we test three differently trained ego
vehicles, and the record herein represent the mean performance across these agents with all the scenes for the same base scenario. The last
column shows the average over all the base scenarios, with bold numbers indicating the best performance among the 5 generation algorithms.
LC: Learning-to-collide, AS: AdvSim, CS: Carla Scenario Generator, AT: Adversarial Trajectory Optimization, ↑/↓: higher/lower the better.

Metric Algo.
Base Traffic Scenarios

Avg.Straight
Obstacle

Turning
Obstacle

Lane
Changing

Vehicle
Passing

Red-light
Running

Unprotected
Left-turn

Right-
turn

Crossing
Negotiation

CR ↑

LC 0.30 0.09 0.87 0.83 0.71 0.69 0.59 0.58 0.584
AS 0.51 0.33 0.86 0.87 0.57 0.70 0.29 0.57 0.586
CS 0.45 0.61 0.89 0.87 0.63 0.69 0.68 0.60 0.676
AT 0.50 0.31 0.78 0.82 0.71 0.68 0.59 0.62 0.627

ChatScene 0.89 0.70 0.95 0.93 0.79 0.75 0.78 0.86 0.831

OS ↓

LC 0.761 0.830 0.505 0.507 0.601 0.615 0.548 0.588 0.619
AS 0.673 0.707 0.507 0.490 0.675 0.607 0.705 0.593 0.620
CS 0.698 0.567 0.489 0.490 0.641 0.613 0.505 0.579 0.573
AT 0.668 0.714 0.538 0.505 0.607 0.620 0.545 0.569 0.596

ChatScene 0.470 0.522 0.434 0.440 0.537 0.560 0.474 0.421 0.482

ADE ↑

LC 0.467 0.178 0.330 0.000 0.866 0.585 1.476 0.805 0.588
AS 0.291 0.073 0.242 0.000 0.365 0.754 0.628 0.398 0.344
CS 0.348 1.668 0.410 0.282 0.324 0.338 0.385 0.299 0.507
AT 0.683 1.236 3.762 0.000 1.931 1.720 1.921 2.301 1.694

ChatScene 4.398 4.063 5.706 7.383 3.848 3.740 3.613 3.784 4.567

among text, image, and video for autonomous driving.
4. Experiment
In this section, we conduct a quantitative evaluation of our
agent in generating safety-critical scenarios. Our assessment
is twofold: First, we test the actual safety-critical nature of
the scenes produced by our agent, specifically their potential
to provoke collisions involving the ego vehicle. Second,
we evaluate the performance of the ego vehicle, which has
undergone adversarial retraining using scenarios generated
by our agent, to ascertain whether these scenarios contribute
significantly to enhancing the robustness of ego vehicle.

4.1. Setup
In this work, to simulate autonomous driving, we control the
ego vehicle with a reinforcement learning-based model and
employ Scenic to guide the surrounding adversarial vehicle.
Besides, for a more flexible and convenient implementation,
we integrate Scenic into the Safebench platform [46] and
conduct all the evaluations on Safebench.
AD algorithms. Safebench provides three prominent deep
RL methodologies to train our ego vehicle. These are: Prox-
imal Policy Optimization (PPO) [37], an on-policy stochas-
tic algorithm; Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [23], an off-policy
stochastic technique; and Twin Delayed Deep Determinis-
tic Policy Gradient (TD3) [22], a deterministic off-policy
approach. The observation of the ego encompasses four
essential dimensions: the distance to the next waypoint, lon-
gitudinal speed, angular speed, and a detection signal for
front-facing vehicles.
Baselines. We employ two main categories of scenario-
generation techniques for evaluation: Adversary-based

and Knowledge-based. Adversary-based approaches, like
Learning-to-collide (LC) [13] and AdvSim (AS) [44], chal-
lenge AD systems by altering initial poses of agents or per-
turbing trajectories. Knowledge-based approaches, such
as Carla Scenario Generator (CS) [10] and Adversarial
Trajectory Optimization (AT) [51], focus on scenarios ad-
hering to real-world traffic rules and physical principles.
Metrics. Evaluation under Safebench encompasses three
categories: Safety level (including collision rate and adher-
ence to traffic signals), Functionality level (route adherence
and completion), and Etiquette level (smoothness of driv-
ing and lane discipline). Our focus primarily lies on the
collision rate and a composite overall score (OS), with the
latter aggregating all metrics, further details are deferred
to Appendix C.1. We also leverage the average displace-
ment error (ADE) to measure scene diversity generated by
each algorithm. Specifically, it is calculated as the average
of the mean of the Euclidean distances between the positions
of the adversarial objects at each corresponding time step
across the trajectories for each pair of scenes generated for
the same scenario.
4.2. Safety-Critical Scenarios Generation
This section explores the capabilities of our agent in gen-
erating the most adversarial safety-critical scenarios when
compared to the baselines.

Experiment Setup. Following Safebench [46], we lever-
age a surrogate ego vehicle trained using SAC to choose
the most challenging scenes generated by various methods.
Following this, we then evaluate these selected adversarial
scenes using three distinct ego vehicles trained via SAC,
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Table 2. Diagnostic Report: This report presents the average test results conducted using three distinct ego vehicles across eight base
scenarios. These tests are evaluated on three different performance levels for each scenario generation algorithm, offering a comprehensive
overview of agent efficacy. CR: collision rate, RR: frequency of running red lights, SS: frequency of running stop signs, OR: average distance
driven out of road, RF: route following stability, Comp: average percentage of route completion, TS: average time spent to complete the
route, ACC: average acceleration, YV: average yaw velocity, LI: frequency of lane invasion, OS: overall score, ↑/↓: higher/lower the better.

Algo. Safety Level Functionality Level Etiquette Level OS ↓
CR ↑ RR ↑ SS ↑ OR ↑ RF ↓ Comp ↓ TS ↑ ACC ↑ YV ↑ LI ↑

LC 0.584 0.326 0.158 0.032 0.894 0.731 0.216 0.211 0.243 0.112 0.619
AS 0.586 0.300 0.160 0.025 0.891 0.745 0.261 0.203 0.245 0.127 0.620
CS 0.676 0.313 0.161 0.036 0.890 0.741 0.244 0.215 0.243 0.131 0.573
AT 0.627 0.312 0.158 0.028 0.893 0.726 0.279 0.219 0.248 0.137 0.596

ChatScene 0.831 0.179 0.143 0.035 0.833 0.544 0.223 0.705 0.532 0.243 0.482

PPO, and TD3. This assesses the effectiveness and gener-
ality of different algorithms for generating safety-critical
scenarios.

Base Scenario and Route. We adopt eight key base traffic
scenarios from the Carla Challenge [7], whose texts are
summarized from the NHTSA report [30], each with 10
diverse routes for the ego vehicle. These base scenarios
are: Straight Obstacle, Turning Obstacle, Lane Changing
Vehicle, Passing Red-light Running, Unprotected Left-turn,
Right-turn, and Crossing Negotiation.

Scenario. In contrast to the baseline methods, which offer
only one single scenario per base scenario, our approach
demonstrates greater diversity. We consistently instruct our
agent to generate five unique descriptions of scenarios under
each base scenario, which are then mapped into correspond-
ing Scenic scripts for simulation. Detailed descriptions of
these scenarios can be found in Appendix B.

Scene. For each route and scenario, Safebench selects ap-
proximately 9 to 10 of the most adversarial scenes based on
testing with a SAC-trained surrogate model on each route,
resulting in about 98 to 100 scenes for each base scenario.
For our approach, the agent first generate 50 simulations per
scenario and route, updating parameter ranges every 10 steps.
From these, our agent then selects the two simulations that
not only lead to a collision but also yield the lowest overall
score using the same surrogate model. Consequently, this
method also yields a total of 100 scenes per base scenario,
calculated as 2 × 10 × 5 = 100. We report the average
performance of all the selected scenes tested on the ego ve-
hicles trained with three different AD algorithms for each
base scenario.

Evaluation Results: Our experimental results, detailed in
Table 1, provide a thorough evaluation of various scenario
generation algorithms. These are assessed based on collision
rate (CR), overall score (OS), and average displacement
error (ADE), with metrics derived from testing three distinct
ego vehicle training paradigms across various base traffic
scenarios. Notably, our agent, ChatScene, consistently

outperforms existing benchmarks across all metrics for each
base scenario.

Specifically, ChatScene significantly enhances the gen-
eration of safety-critical scenarios, evidenced by a marked
15% increase in collision rates over the most competitive
existing baselines. This substantial improvement in scenario
complexity effectively challenges and evaluates autonomous
driving systems in more adversarial environments.

Regarding overall performance, our agent achieves a sig-
nificant relative reduction in the overall score, amounting to
16% more compared to the leading baseline. This reduction
underscores the heightened complexity and challenge pre-
sented by our scenarios. Additionally, a detailed diagnostic
report for the average performance on the overall eight base
scenarios is provided in Table 2. This report provides a de-
tailed breakdown of the overall score across three distinct
levels, encompassing a broader range of evaluations beyond
the collision rate. Notably, our generated scenarios consid-
erably diminish the average route completion rate, and they
compel the ego vehicle to maintain higher average accelera-
tion and yaw velocity, alongside frequent lane invasions, to
avoid collisions with surrounding adversarial objects. These
dynamics further demonstrate the effectiveness and safety-
critical nature of our agent, establishing its potential to create
scenarios that rigorously test autonomous driving systems.

Moreover, ChatScene’s superiority in scenario diversity
is also confirmed by achieving the highest score in ADE
metrics. This outcome, indicative of the variability in adver-
sarial objects’ trajectories, highlights the comprehensive and
diverse nature of our generation approach, which is essential
for a thorough assessment of autonomous driving systems.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate that ChatScene
not only elevates collision rates across all base traffic sce-
narios but also significantly lowers the overall performance
scores of ego vehicles. The enhanced scenario diversity also
reinforces the effectiveness of our approach. This compre-
hensive performance underlines the potential of our agent
to set new benchmarks in the evaluation and testing of au-
tonomous driving systems. Detailed performance for each
ego vehicle trained with different AD algorithms is provided
in Appendix C.2.
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Table 3. Evaluating ego vehicle Performance Post-Finetuning: We assess the effectiveness of various scenario generation methods based
on two key metrics: collision rate (CR) and overall score (OS). For this evaluation, we finetuned the surrogate SAC-trained ego vehicle
using the previously selected adversarial scenes for the first eight routes. The reported data represents the mean performance across the
scenes from the last two routes, as provided by all methods. The ‘PP’ is shorted for ‘Pre Pretraining,’ which represents the corresponding
performance of the surrogate ego vehicle on the scenes for the last two routes before finetuning. The last column provides an average across
all scenarios. ↑/↓: higher/lower the better.

Metric Algo.
Base Traffic Scenarios

Avg.Straight
Obstacle

Turning
Obstacle

Lane
Changing

Vehicle
Passing

Red-light
Running

Unprotected
Left-turn

Right-
turn

Crossing
Negotiation

CR ↓

PP 0.48 0.39 0.58 0.59 0.69 0.67 0.46 0.60 0.559
LC 0.12 0.22 0.51 0.03 0.29 0.00 0.37 0.14 0.210
AS 0.23 0.05 0.53 0.00 0.22 0.05 0.41 0.23 0.216
CS 0.22 0.20 0.39 0.00 0.04 0.22 0.19 0.14 0.176
AT 0.14 0.13 0.30 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.23 0.09 0.135

ChatScene 0.03 0.01 0.11 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.043

OS ↑

PP 0.673 0.684 0.648 0.607 0.609 0.620 0.651 0.560 0.632
LC 0.827 0.778 0.684 0.944 0.824 0.954 0.696 0.795 0.813
AS 0.784 0.840 0.666 0.958 0.838 0.937 0.677 0.750 0.806
CS 0.816 0.787 0.715 0.957 0.934 0.820 0.767 0.806 0.825
AT 0.849 0.783 0.803 0.955 0.850 0.948 0.809 0.915 0.864

ChatScene 0.905 0.905 0.906 0.929 0.934 0.903 0.893 0.862 0.905

4.3. Adversarial Training on Safety-Critical Sce-
narios

The aim of these experiments was to assess the effectiveness
of safety-critical scenarios generated by various algorithms
in enhancing the resilience of an ego vehicle. The findings
substantiate our hypothesis that the nature of adversarial
scenarios is crucial to the robustness of the ego vehicle.

Experiment Setting. For maintaining the consistency, we
conduct finetuning on the same surrogate SAC-trained ego
vehicle under each base scenario independently, using scenes
on the first eight routes generated by each algorithm, and
test the adversarially finetuned ego vehicle with the selected
scenes from the last two routes from all algorithms, which
also resulted in around 100 test cases for each base scenario
in total. The surrogate model is finetuned with 500 epochs,
utilizing a learning rate of 0.0001. We report the optimal per-
formance based on evaluations conducted every 50 epochs.
Further details on finetuning settings and selecting the check-
points can be found in Appendix C.3.

Evaluation Results. Table 3 presents the performance out-
comes of post-adversarial training, showcasing the efficacy
of our agent in strengthening the robustness of the ego ve-
hicle. Notably, when finetuned adversarially with scenarios
generated by our method, the ego vehicle consistently sur-
passed the performance of agents trained with alternative
approaches in most base scenarios. We observed a 51%
reduction in collision rates compared to the original ego
vehicle without finetuning, and the overall score improved
by 43% relatively. More significantly, the collision rate was
reduced by an additional 9% compared to the SOTA, which
indicates that our agent can effectively contribute to improv-
ing the safety and reliability of autonomous driving systems.

By exposing the ego vehicle to more challenging and di-
verse scenarios, we are directly aiding in the advancement
of robust autonomous vehicle algorithms.

In conclusion, the experimental results demonstrate the
tangible benefits of our adversarial finetuning approach. The
substantial reduction in collision rates, coupled with the
marked enhancement in overall performance, underscores
the potential of our agent in fortifying autonomous agents
against adversarial perturbations. These findings signify a
pivotal step towards establishing safer and more resilient
autonomous driving systems, thereby fostering greater trust
and reliability in real-world deployment scenarios.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we introduce ChatScene, an LLM-based agent
skilled at safety-critical scenario generation by automat-
ically generating descriptions of safety-critical scenarios,
decomposing these descriptions to retrieve the appropriate
Scenic code, and subsequently compiling it to run simula-
tions within the CARLA environment. Our experiments re-
veal that the scenarios produced by ChatScene pose greater
challenges, substantially elevating the collision rates for the
ego vehicle under the same scenario compared to other meth-
ods. Moreover, these generated scenarios have proven to be
more effective in fine-tuning the ego vehicles to avoid colli-
sions in safety-critical situations, demonstrating the agent’s
utility in enhancing the robustness of autonomous vehicles.
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